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Abstract—Currently, to create an interactive media provided multimodal interface, an expert shoots scenes based on scenario, and then edits scenes using special program. In the market, the technology that user can easily create an interactive media by reusing video contents is required. In this paper, we propose the method for creating an interactive media by only user input scenario.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interactive media normally refers to products on digital computer-based systems which respond to the user’s actions [1]. Here, the interactive media is limited to the video that is played based on the user’s response. To create the interactive media, natural language-based video searching and user interaction insertion technology is required.

Natural language processing (NLP) is a technology for enabling the computer to understand human language. NLP is composed of morpheme analysis, part-of-speech (POS) tagging and phrase analysis. Morpheme analysis is the first step of NLP for extracting meaning from natural language string [2]. That is to extract the words of the smallest mean from the sentence. POS tagging is to attach the correct part-of-speech for a word to resolve ambiguousness [3]. Phrase analysis is the final step of determining the structure of sentence using morpheme analysis and part-of-speech information [4]. When the phrase analysis is completed, a parse tree is generated.

In computer science and information science, an ontology is a concept belonging to a specific domain as a data model for describing a specific field, and consists of a set of fixed form vocabulary for describing the relationship between the concepts [5]. Scene ontology was built, and in order to get the desired scene through the ontology, you need to create a RDF (Resource Description Framework) triple using a parse tree. If RDF triples can be converted to SPARQL query, it is possible to get the desired scene from the ontology using this query [6].

Multimodal interface is the base technology for analysis and encoding information on human gesture and hand movement, including keyboard, pen and voice for communication between man and machine. It usually allows a driver to safely and intuitively manipulate an infotainment system while driving [7]. If the user can insert the multimodal interface between the scenes, it may be created the interactive media that is played based on the user’s response.

In this paper, we present to a method that anyone can easily create an interactive media.

II. PROPOSED SCHEME

Figure 1 depicts the system architecture to create the interactive media. It takes a natural language scenario as input, and finally returns an interactive media as output. Once the user inputs a natural language scenario, NLP (Natural Language Processing) module first produces a parse tree. Upon receiving the parse tree, the searching module processes it in two steps:

- The parse tree is translated into SPARQL queries.
- And then, it finds the scene index from ontology.

Finally, the controller gets the scene from storage by using this index.

The scenario is composed of several sentences, and the controller gets the scene in sentence unit. Therefore, several scenes are searched based on scenario, and the user can create an interactive media by inserting the user interaction between scenes.

Prior to the operation, the video contents should be divided into scenes and stored in storage. Also, the administrator has to build ontology to find the stored scene.
A. Controller
The controller has interfaces with user, NLP module, searching module and storage. Upon receiving the scenario from the user, the controller processes it in three steps:

- The controller performs the natural language processing by sentence unit through NLP module.
- And then, the controller finds the scene index from ontology through searching module.
- Finally, the controller gets the scene from storage by using this index.

Users can connect to a controller (Scene Reconfiguration Server) via the Web or dedicated apps. Also, it may be searched several scenes about each sentence, and the user can selects a preferred scene through controller.

B. NLP module
Figure 2 depicts the architecture and interface of NLP module. The NLP module has an interface with a controller, and performs a natural language process on the scenario input by the user. As the first step of natural language analysis, the morpheme analyzer provides the ability to change the input string into morphemes. The PoS tagger provides part-of-speech (PoS) tagging based on morphological analysis result. And finally, the phrase analyzer performs the phrase analysis based on part-of-speech tagging results, and then generates several parse trees.

III. OPERATING SCENARIO
Figure 4 depicts the operating scenario for interactive media creation. The operating scenario of system is as follow:

1. To create interactive media, the user inserts a natural language-base scenario in each scene unit. For example, to create interactive media that is composed of the N scenes, the user must insert each natural language-based sentence about the scene 1, scene 2, …, scene N.

2. The scene reconfiguration server performs the natural language processing by sentence unit, and searches the scene about each sentence.

3. It may be searched several scenes about each sentence, and the user selects a preferred scene among them. In addition, the user reconfigures the searched scenes based on scenario.

4. To be played according to user interaction, the user inserts a user’s interaction between the reconfigured scenes.

5. The user requests an upload for the reconfigured scenes to the server.

6. The server stores the reconfigured scenes in the storage.

When the reconfigured scenes are stored in the storage, the server does not store a duplicate scene in the storage. Instead, the indexes of the reconfigured scenes and user’s interaction between the scenes are only stored. For example, if the interactive media generated according to a user’s scenario is composed of scene S1, scene S3, and user interaction I4 (action to raise right hand), the server stores the index ‘S1-I4-S3’. This structure increases the efficacy of the storage space.
If the user requests a playback of interactive media consisting of ‘S1-I4-S3’ to the scene reconfiguration server through a variety of cross-platform, it is processed by the following steps:

- The server brings the scene S1 from the storage, and then transmits this scene to the cross-platform.
- After streaming of the scene S1 is finished, the server waits for a user interaction I4 input via a cross-platform.
- If user interaction is input, the server brings the scene S3 from the storage, and then transmits this scene to a cross-platform.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

NLP, ontology-base searching and multimodal interface technology have been studied for many years. In this paper, we propose a system and method to create interactive media by combining these technologies. The interactive media market is expected to become active in near future. Therefore, a method that anyone can easily create an interactive media is required. In this paper, we propose the overall system architecture and operation method for interactive media creation, and future studies on video segmentation and storage method is needed.
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